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in shaping and developing the economy.

In order for the transformation to gather momentum, 

and decarbonization technologies.

Today, environmental and climate conditions play a key role 

what we need is the development of renewable energy 

production technologies and nuclear power, as well as support 

for modern grid solutions and building energy storage 

facilities.

The economy as a whole will need, among other things, 

the large-scale implementation of BECSS, CCS and CCUS 

technologies, and the use of alternative fuels and hydrogen. 

Today, modern technologies are a key element in the energy 

transition. On the one hand, they are a guarantee of energy 

security, while on the other a prerequisite for increased 

competitiveness.

H2POLAND and Net Zero is the first trade fair in Poland and 

Central and Eastern Europe devoted entirely to hydrogen 

NET 
ZERO

 Be part of the decarbonization in Central and 

Eastern Europe

 Save costs and time necessary to discover and 

establish new business opportunities

Heavy industry and manufacturing

 Transportation, fuel cells, storage and batteries

 Government and self-government officials

 Economy, investment and trade

Who visits H2POLAND 

 Transmission, distribution and power 

generation

and Net Zero:

 Suppliers of process parts and systems

 Engineering, procurement and construction

 Representatives of organizations, chambers 

and trade associations

 Present your products and services

 Meet new potential customers and exchange 

insights in a highly targeted environment

 Present your brand as a leader in the growing 

energy transition market

and Net Zero?
Take part in the largest and most prestigious 

decarbonization event in Central Europe

Why exhibit at H2POLAND 

Hydrogen production Mobility

Production, development of 

electrolyzers and fuel cells

Hydrogen infrastructure, 

storage and distribution

H2 collaborations, strategies 

and partnerships

Certification, standardization 

and regulations

Hydrogen carriers

Hydrogen valleys

Components and composites, 

hydrogen trade and supply market

thematic sessions

stands brands represented

speakers participants

 6 30

56 78

170 2342

stages

H2 POLAND 2023 IN NUMBERS:

Hydrogen trading and supply market 

Emissions trading and carbon credits

CCS and CCUS

Low and zero carbon technologies Critical raw materials Energy storage

Energy independence for companies 

and self-governments

Energy networks

Zakres tematyczny H2 POLAND:

CO 2

Zakres tematyczny Net Zero:
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